
Deliver insight for better decision-making

Without even thinking about it, every day you are accessing the cloud—
with smart home devices, your banking app, social media and more. The
cloud is making applications and systems you are using easy to access,
user-friendly and secure. In many respects you—and your employees,

partners and customers—are already in the cloud.

Your organization will be able to change your focus from always
patching and maintaining your current systems to making sure that you
are up-to-date on all of your servers and classes. Tracking database
and server end of life and resolving maintenance issues also becomes a
thing of the past.

Having key linkages across business systems, including your business
intelligence tools, provides the opportunity for robust reporting, quick
information sharing and the potential for single sign on. The transition
to the cloud also provides the opportunity to leverage Azure’s
functionality to bring predictive and prescriptive analytics to your
business.

Why Should Your Organization 
Move to the Cloud?

All your users from employees to customers can benefit in terms of
access to applications powered by the latest updates. The cloud also
enables fast launch of functionality to a broad organizational audience.

Keep pace with technology and save money

Learn more by downloading our cloud migration white paper and see why moving to
the cloud could be the right call for your business.

Continue reading to discover three reasons why a cloud migration makes business sense.
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Alithya delivers innovative D365 solutions and services to manufacturing, professional service and
equipment dealer organizations in North America. The award-winning company is one of the largest

resellers of Microsoft Dynamics 365. Contact us today about your cloud migration strategy. 
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Top 3 Reasons to Move to the Cloud

https://www.alithya.com/en/insights/ebooks/cloud-migration-advice?hsCtaTracking=bc26f92e-2366-45a9-9bb7-090bff1e720e%7Cc629bc47-6816-4f39-b4f5-52a999222e23

